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Why should one 
be frightened 

by a hat? 

When I was young I wanted to be a painter , but my dream 
stopped… I became an aviator 

Hey! Look 
this,  are you 
frightened 
about the 
drawing? 



Many years later, homeward from  a 
shipwrecked 

Sahara’s Desert 



Draw me a 
sheep 

When I was awakened, an odd little voice broke the silence 



No, No, No! 
This is 

already sick 

This is too old, 
I want a sheep 
that lives for a 

long times… 

You also see it 
from you, it 

isn’t a sheep is 
a goat, it has 

horns  



The sheep 
you asked me 

is here 



Ecco cosa succederebbe se i baobab riuscissero a crescere in un 
pianeta piccolo come l’asteroide B612! 

Yes! 

Yes! Yes! 

so are they 
eating baobabs? 

Does the sheep eat 
the shrubs? 



I come from asteroid B-612 



In my planet there is a rose, my only friend 

How beautiful you are! Really? 



In my asteroid just move the chair to admire the sunset 



Using a swallow migration  
I started my journey 



In the first planet there was a 
king who ruled on a mouse  



The second planet was inhabited by a conceited 
man, all other men are admirers 



On the third planet there was a tippler who 
drunk  to may forget 



On the Fourth planet there was a buisinessman  
who counted the stars because he believed they make me rich 



On the fifth planet there was a lamplighter that he turned on and off the lamp 
every minute 



On the sixth planet there was a geographer who drove a traveller to complete a map . 

Go on the 
Earth 



The seventh planet was the Earth… 



No. 

After this meeting, I went away  

I’m right 
here 

I can 
bring 

anyone 
home. 



I always have my only rose in the world but there are others 

  I went in a rose garden 



I met a fox… 

What 
does it 
mean? 

Tame me! 

it means 
creating 
bonds 



 Here they are domesticating me 



  

I’m thirsty. 

  We look for 
a well. 





Please! I Want to 
get off! 



And here the story ends! ^-^ 

This is 
time to 
come 
back! 


